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The following is the proposed testimony, under oath, of Gregory L. Williams,
President of St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc., regarding the Petition files in connection
with the above mentioned case:

Q. Please state your name for the record.

A. My name is Gregory L. Williams.

Q. What is your position with Petitioner, St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc.?

A. I am President and sole stockholder of St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc. I
provide the daily management of the company. I personally supervise the
administrative and collection personnel, direct all maintenance and service work
and coordinate with the regulatory authorities.

Q. In what business is St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc.?

A. It is a privately owned public utility company providing water and sewer services
to customers in Jackson County, Mississippi.

Q. How long has St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc. been in business?

A. The utility was first certificated in late 1971 with the certificate transferred to St.
Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc. on November 3, 1983. I have served in my current
capacity since that time.
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Q. What is the purpose of your testimony here today?

A. First, to state for the record that the statements of fact presented in the petition are
facts as I know them and should be incorporated as part of this testimony.
Second, to request the approval of the petition in the form requested in the
petition. Third, to provide additional information not contained within the
petition so that the decision on the petition can be made from an informed
position.

Q. You stated in your prior testimony that St. Andrews provides water and sewer
services. In view of the fact that each has a separate Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity do you intend to sell both and will you be submitting a petition for
both?

A. Yes, a jointpetition from St. Andrews Water and Sewer, Inc. (St. Andrews) and
Jackson County Utility Authority (JCUA) will be submitted for both.
However, I would like to state that the testimony that I will provide will be
provided separately with each petition, but the testimony that I will provide in
each will be exactly the same.

Q. Given that each is viewed and regulated as a separate public utility company why
would the testimony that you are providing be exactly the same.

A. The reason is because this transaction is a negotiated transaction that neither
JCUA nor St. Andrews would consider negotiating unless the sale includedboth
water and sewer. All of St. Andrews' water and sewer customers are receiving
both services with the exception of one public user (JCUA) and a developerthat
uses only irrigation water. If later in this testimony a benefit is identifiedthat
flows exclusively from one service the ratepayers would not be able to enjoy that
benefit unless JCUA acquires both services. The benefits from either service are
only available if the petitions are approved for both services; therefore, the
testimony for one also stands for the other.

Q. You state in the petition that approval of the petition is in the best interest of the
public. How do you justify this statement?

A. I will first provide a list of items that approval of the petition will provide that will
benefit the customers of the utility in all cases and benefit the public in general in
most cases.

1. Fire protection will be provided that is not now available.

2. The combined water and sewer rate that will be charged by JCUA is $3.40less
than what is now being charged by St. Andrews.
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3. The water quality provided by JCUA will be of a higher quality and more
consistent in quality.

4. St. Andrews does not have the water capacity to serve additional customers
where JCUA has an abundance of available capacity.

5. St. Andrews is an unmetered flat rate system. JUCA is a metered system and
is committed to installing meters to all services.

6. JCUA scored a perfect 5.0 on MSDH's most recent Report of Inspection of
Drinking Water Supply. This is the highest score possible. St. Andrews scored
2.7.

7. JCUA is a large organization able to enjoy economies of scale that is not
available to St. Andrews which lowers the cost of operations.

8. JCUA is a public agency with access to grant funds that St. Andrews as a
private for profit public utility is unqualified to receive.

9. The scale and connectivity of JCUA's system will reduce disruptions of
service caused by equipment failures and will provide a greater protection from
natural disasters.

10. The sale is a negotiated sale at a price much lower than what existing law
would require in a condemnation action.

Q. The first benefit that you listed was fire protection. Will you explain?

A. St. Andrews has fire hydrants throughout its entire system, but St. Andrews lost
its water tower during Hurricane Katrina. The fire hydrants are unusable without
elevated storage. The cost of replacing the tower is beyondwhat the existing
customers could ever absorb.

JCUA already has elevated storage that can service all of the franchisedarea of
St. Andrews. The approval of the petition and the closing of the sale would
immediately provide fire protection for all existing and future customers in the
entire franchised area at no cost to the ratepayers in the franchised area.

JCUA as a public agency able to obtain grants that enabled it to construct
infrastructure that is beyond what a private utility that does not have access to
these funds could ever provide.

Public safety would immediately improve immensely. The ratepayers would have
the additional benefit of lower insurance premiums that follow improved fire
protection. Fire protection is also a stimulus to growth and economic
development of an area.
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The approval of the petition will provide a higher level of public safety, lower
property insurance premiums and provide for economic growth.

Q. You stated that the cost of monthly service would be reduced by $3.40per
household. Will you please further explain?

A. The current St. Andrews' fixed rate tariffs provide for monthly payments of
$21.90for water and $23.00for sewer for a total of $44.90that is paid to the
benefit of St. Andrews. St. Andrews collects an additional $18.00monthly that is
an annually approved pass through rate for the cost of wastewater treatment.
Thus, the total collected by St. Andrews for residential customers that do not have
a swimming pool is $62.90per month. Customer with a pool pays an additional
$10.00per month. St. Andrews does not have a commercial rate.

JCUA is a metered system, but has committed to charging customers the lowest
residential rate available on their "User Rate and Fee Schedule" for both water
and sewer services. You will find attached to the petition an exhibit containing
the 2016 tariffs that JCUA has committed to use when they acquire the system.
JCUA has stated that the lowest available residential rate will be used until such
time they have installed meters.

Therefore, customers will pay $16per month for water and $43.50per month
for sewer for a combined total of $59.50(this number includesall wastewater
treatment expenses) which is $3.40less than current St. Andrews' tariffs.

Q. Does St. Andrews hold deposits on its water for sewer customers, and if so, how
will this be handled upon the sale to JCUA?

A. St. Andrews does not hold any deposits or either water or sewer customers.

Q. How does St. Andrews propose to handle accounts where the customer has
prepaid for services past the date of sale to JCUA?

A. JCUA and St. Andrews have agreed that on the date of close St. Andrews will
deliver with full accounting the money on all prepaid accounts to JCUA. JCUA
will then credit this money to that customer's individual account with JCUA.

Q. You stated that water provided by JCUA will be of a higher quality and more
consistent in quality that what St. Andrew can provide. Please explain.

A. St. Andrews acquires all of its water from two wells. These wells produce water
that is safe biologically, but very high in color. Color is a quality issue that
quickly upsets customers.
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The color can be removed when enough chlorine is added to bleach the color out
of the water. The highly chlorinated water resolves the quality issue with the
customer, but it can result in a violation of regulatory standards regarding limits
on bi-products that are produced when the chlorine combines with other trace
elements in the water. This is known as exceeding the chlorine by-product rules
which at this time only triggers notification requirements.

St. Andrews has with the exception of one brief period been able to stay below
these limits by carefully balancing the amount of chlorineused and by blending
the water between its two wells. However, the proper balance is difficult to
control and doing so produces varying water qualities. Customers desire a
consistent product and we are finding it increasing difficult to provide the
consistency the customer deserves.

The blending issue has worked in the past because one well produces clearer
water than the other. However, our number of customers has increased to a
point that the clearer well is reaching it production capacity which in the future
will require a higher percent of the water to be taken from the less clear well.
Therefore, very soon St. Andrews will find itself in a position where it must either
deliver water to the customer that meets all Department of Health requirements
without frightening notifications, but is high in color to the point where it may
stain plumbing fixtures and white clothing or St. Andrews must deliver water that
meets the color standards of the customers, but exceeds the chlorine by-product
rules which will require notifications to all customers that the water "may cause
cancer"

JCUA acquires its water from sources that have much less color than the water
from St. Andrews' wells. JCUA can blend this clearer water with water from
the St. Andrews wells and still provide the customer with a higher quality of
water. Also, because of the water quality that JCUA will use in the blend the
customers will enjoy a consistent and more natural product.

In summary, the approval of this petition will avoid the choice between safety and
quality.

Q. You stated that St. Andrews does not have the water capacity to serve additional
customers where JCUA has an abundance of available capacity. Will you please
explain?

A. St. Andrews was serving 89% of its design capacity according to the last annual
capacity rating preformed by the Mississippi State Department of Health
(MSDH) which was completed on February 24, 2015.

This number was computed using only 13 of the 80 condominiums in the service
area that were occupied. The remaining 67 condominiums were not included in
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the analysis because they were in a condition that did not allow occupancy. These
units have all been rehabilitated and can now readily be occupied.

Additionally, St. Andrews has been adding approximately 5 new single family
homes per month from new construction in the franchise area. This is expected to
continue and in fact the developer and builders expect the rate of new
construction to increase in the months to come. This optimism is illustratedby
the fact that this past week 109 new lots were approved and platted by
Jackson County.

The system is now due its annual capacity review. If the condominiums were to
be included as I believe they will be since they can now be occupied the system
would exceed its design capacity. It is reasonable to expect this to lead to the
issuance of a moratorium by the MSDH against St. Andrews accepting new
connections. This would shut down the new construction in the franchise and
worse yet, it may prevent reconstruction of homes on lots where houses were
destroyed in Hurricane Katrina.

The last capacity rating of JCUA completed by the MSDH was preformed
January 25, 2016. It shows JCUA to be at only 22.7% of capacity.

JCUA has the capacity to serve the franchise. St. Andrews does not. It is
possible for St. Andrews to negotiate a wholesale water contract with JCUA to
obtain additional capacity. However, this will take time. Time that I expect
would result in St. Andrews exceeding capacity regulations until an agreement is
reached and until that agreement is approved by the Mississippi Public Service
Commission (MPSC).

Also, the contract if reached will cost someone money. There is no cost to
anyone if the petition is approved and JCUA provides future services.

It is also possible that the parties would be unable to reach a wholesale water
purchase agreement in a form acceptable to MPSC. This is a possibility that I do
not even want to contemplate. The approval of the petition would totally preclude
this possibility.

Therefore, this petition should be approved to ensure that at all times the system
complies with regulations regarding capacity and does so without additional
charges having to be paid by a ratepayer or anyone else.

Q. What benefit to the public would there be from JCUA's metering of the system as
opposed to St. Andrews' flat rate billing?

A. Water is a precious resource that should be used when needed, but not wasted.
Flat rate billing results in a waste of water because there is no financial incentive
for customers to make responsible use of this resource.
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This point is demonstrated by the difference between capacity design standards as
enforced by MSDH for flat rate systems verses metered systems. Flat rate
systems are only allowed one (1) customer per gallons per minute (gpm)of a
system's total well production where a metered system is allowed one and one
half (1 ½) customers per gpm. This engineered design standard reveals that flat
rate customers can be expected to use fifty percent (50%) more water than
metered customers.

This is 50% more water used for the same purposes without additional benefits.
Additionally, this also impacts sewer expenses. The additional water use results
in a significant increase in the amount of wastewater that must be transported and
treated.

Q. If St. Andrews has recognized the value and thus the need to become a metered
system why has it not already done such and if this petition is not approved why
will it not immediately change to a metered system?

A. There are two primary reasons, cost and customer relations. St. Andrews'
customers are pleased with their flat rates for water and sewer. They are spoiled.
They have enjoyed using all the water and sewer service they care to use without
a rate increase that benefits St. Andrews since June of 1991.

The cost to install meters to existing customers in St. Andrews' franchised area
would be significant. This is a cost that existing customers would oppose, but
would be forced to pay if the meters were to be installed by St. Andrews.

Customers do not like to pay more for any reason. This is particularlytrue when
they do not perceive a benefit from the additional cost. Most of St. Andrews'
customers would not perceive a benefit from the installation of meters. In fact,
most would feel that they were expected to pay more for less service.

The MSDH has adversely evaluated St. Andrews in past years for being a flat rate
system. At this time they do not nor do other agencies have the authority to order
meters to be installed. However, whether it is from pressure from federal
authorities or an internally initiated change of MSDH's regulations I expect that
St. Andrews will be ordered to install meters in near future.

If St. Andrews was to be ordered to install meters the financial impact and the
reception of that impact by the customers would be no different than that from a
voluntary decision by St. Andrews to install meters. However,the fact that the
utility company was ordered to install meters would go a long way in preserving
the company's public relations with its customers. This is why St. Andrews has
not already installed meters and why it has no plans to do so until and unless
ordered to do so by proper authority.
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On the other hand, JCUA intends to install meters at no cost to the customers.
Meters installed without an installation charge or a rate increase will greatly
reduce, but not totally eliminate, customer opposition to metered billing.

Most of those customers that may remain opposed to meters that cost them
nothing would accept meters from JCUA where they would not from St.
Andrews. I say this because when JCUA acquires the system they will be able
to provide additional benefits that St. Andrews cannot provide. These benefits
are described in the testimony that has preceded and that which follows this
answer.

Therefore, this petition should be approved because metering by JCUA will
benefit the public by conserving a valued resource, lowering wastewater
transportation and treatment expenses and it will do so without significant
customer dissatisfaction.

Q. You have stated that JCUA scored much higher on MSDH's most recent
Reports of Inspection of Drinking Water Supply and why does this matter?

A. The difference between JCUA's perfect score of 5.0 and St. Andrew' score of
2.7 is significant.

It should be noted that St. Andrews is operating their system in full compliance
with all applicable rules and regulations. St. Andrews' customers are being well
served. However, JCUA's operations include upgrades that the regulators view to
be desirable, but not mandatory. Several of these upgrades allow JCUA to
provide a higher level of service to its customers than St. Andrews is now
providing.

Examples include the fact that JCUA's operating assets such as water wells and
critical sewerage lift stations have auxiliary power as a back up to commercial
power. JCUA is a metered system and St. Andrews is unmetered. JCUA has the
means to continually monitor the total amount of water pumped and the amount
used so that water loss can be quickly identified and repaired. St. Andrews does
not have this capability. These are a few examples of many that demonstrate the
higher standards JCUA employs to operate its systems than does St. Andrews.

JCUA has stated that they will upgrade the St. Andrews system to the same
standards they currently use throughouttheir entire system. Their commitment to
this is illustrated by the fact that the financial evaluation JCUA used to appraise
the St. Andrews system for this proposed purchase included allowances for the
expense of making these upgrades.

If approved by the MPSC St. Andrews could invest and make the same optional
upgrades to its system. However, the cost of the upgrades would ultimately be
placed upon the ratepayers. Therefore, the upgrades may or may not be
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welcomed by the ratepayers. I am certain that the ratepayer would not welcome
these upgrades just for the purpose of improving St. Andrews' score on the
Reports of Inspection of Drinking Water Supply.

The approval of this petition will enable JCUA to provide the ratepayers within
the St. Andrews franchise these and other benefits not listed above. Most
importantly, these improvements will be provided at no direct cost to the
franchise's ratepayer.

Q. You have previously testified that JCUA "enjoys economiesof scale that is not
available to St. Andrews which lowers the cost of operations." Can you explain
or give examples?

A. Yes, I can, but I think that the statement is self-evident. It is clear to most in the
industry that larger utility operations are able to operate more efficiently than
smaller operations. This is becoming more the case each and every passing year
as changing regulations require greater administrative staff to monitor
compliance and more investment to meet new design and operating standards.

Two points on this issue that face St. Andrews is fluoridationand Ground Water
Rules.

St. Andrews does not now fluoridate its water. However, it will soon reach the
point where it will serve a population exceeding 2000. At this time the
regulations will require fluoridation.

The Ground Water Rules have already resulted in increased monitoring
requirements but have not yet had a significant impact upon operations or capital
improvements. With continued growth at our current pace Ground Water Rules
will soon require changes in administration, operations and require capital
investment.

JCUA is now facing the need to fluoridate. I expect them to have this
accomplished before St. Andrews faces the requirement. If JCUA owned St.
Andrews the fluoridation of St. Andrews would be included in their single action.

JCUA is already complying will all of the Ground Water Rules. What will be a
challenge for St. Andrews would be everyday business for JCUA.

Other economies of scale are created by the facts that larger organizations can
utilize labor and other resources more effectively, own equipment that smaller
organizations cannot afford and lower purchasing cost by purchasing larger
quantities.

Resource utilization in this case is demonstrated by the fact the St. Andrews must
employ two full time field personnel.. Safety dictates that there be two workers
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present at all times when working around electrical equipment, confined spaces,
and when operating heavy equipment. St. Andrews also has a policy
requiring two workers when working with chlorine.

That said; two individuals equals 80 man hours paid per week. On an average
week St Andrews needs only 30 to 40 man hours per week to operate. On other
weeks it may need 160 man hours. A larger organization can utilize the unused
man power on average weeks and it can call upon others in the organization when
met with high demand.

There are many others, but the purchase of chlorine, expendablesand repair
supplies are good examples of where volume purchases can lower price.

Vacuum trucks, heavy excavators, well point equipment are examples of
equipment that are typically owned by a larger organization that is often needed
by St. Andrews, but uneconomical to own.

When an organization owns this equipment it not only enjoys a savings over
engaging commercial vendors for theses needs, it also has the ability to respond to
the need more quickly. Quickresponse improves customer service and it often
lowers total project cost by preventing a bad problem from becoming worse.

In the utility business any problem, but particularly a bad problem becoming
worse can result in environmental damage and violations.

Therefore, this petition should be approved because JCUA should realize lower
operating cost than St. Andrews. Lower cost results in lower rates to ratepayers.
The economies of scale may also ensure better and more efficient compliance
with regulations which will benefit both the ratepayers and benefit the public at
large.

Q. Will you please comment upon grant funding and the benefits that this may
provide?

JCUA can better quantify the benefits that grants provide than can I. Therefore, I
will only comment upon what I know to be certain, but without numbers.

JCUA is a public agency that qualifies for grant monies that St. Andrews as a
private enterprise does not.

In fact, JCUA has received grant money for two projects in the area bordering St.
Andrews' franchise. The first provided central sewer where before the only
option was on-site disposal. This area contains mostly hydrated soils. The area
is very flat and poorly drained. It fronts on recreational waters and sensitive
marsh lands. Therefore, most lots could not be built upon becauseon-site
wastewater treatment could not be approved. Those that were approved often
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failed resulting in environmental damages and in some cases a threat to public
health. The second is the water tower and the water lines that JCUA would use to
provide service to St. Andrews.

These two projects were constructed utilizing grant funding. If these two projects
were exclusively within St. Andrews' service area this company would never
have been able to fund them regardless of the need for services or the benefits to
the environment.

In fact, I am certain that JCUA itself would not have undertaken these projects
without grants. I say this with knowledge of the rates that JCUA intends or is
currently charging for the services made possible by these projects. I do not
believe that there would ever be enough users to support the tariffs that would
have to be charged to recover the project cost if the part covered by grant money
had to be recovered from the users.

Fluoridation and Ground Water Rules are two issues that the franchise will have
to confront in the near future. Grants could go a long way in protecting the
ratepayers from significant cost increases. These two issues are near immediate.
As regulations increase or become stricter there will be an ever increasing need
for grants in the years to come.

It is simple, public funding allows public entities to undertake projects and
activities that the private sector could never undertake. Grants reduce costs to
ratepayers. This petition should be approved because the approval provides
benefits from grants that will not be available without approval.

Q. How do you support your statement that JCUA's scale and connectivity will
reduce disruptions of service caused by equipment failures and will provide a
greater protection from natural disasters?

A. In general a larger organization has more resources available to respond to
emergencies than does a smaller organization like St. Andrews. Also, prior
testimony has already demonstrated that JCUA's operating standards are higher
than those of St. Andrews. A case in point to support my statement is the fact that
JCUA requires back-up electrical power on all of its major utility assets. The size
and scale of JCUA allows it to provide what St. Andrews cannot.

JCUA's size and scale make it better able to respond to something as simple and
frequently occurring as the failure of a sewerage lift station in the middle of the
night to something much less frequent, but much larger in scale like a Hurricane
Katrina. JCUA's resources will allow it to respond more effectively and more
quickly to disruptions of service whether large or small than can St. Andrews.

St. Andrews is totally dependent upon water from two wells. Both are located
very close to the coastline. One well is in a special flood hazard zone.
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Without water service there is no need for sewer service. Therefore, all St.
Andrews' customers will be without both water and sewer should both wells ever
be off line at the same time.

Not the case for JCUA. JCUA obtains its water from a large number of wells.
Most if not all are located far from the coast and are located outside of special
flood hazard zones. The scale of JUCA's operations provides insurance against a
loss of service that St. Andrews cannot provide.

Additionally, JCUA is a public agency. Public agencies have access to help from
other governmental agencies that would not be available to a private for profit
company like St. Andrews. The value of this access is especially critical in the
event of large natural disasters such as hurricanes and other cases where the
franchise is located in an area declared to be a disaster area.

The petition should be approved to protect the ratepayers from loss of service and
to ensure that service is restored more quickly when it is lost.

Q. Why is the public better served by the approval of the petition which will allow
the consummation of the sale negotiated between St. Andrews and JCUA as
opposed to either JCUA acquiring the utility through condemnation or not
acquiring St. Andrews at all?

A. I will allow all prior testimony speak to the public benefits of JCUA acquiringthe
assets from St. Andrews.

In regards to this negotiated sale as compared to acquisition through
condemnation I offer the following: If and when JCUA ever was to decide to
acquire the assets of St. Andrews through condemnation the appraised price
would be much higher than the price obtained from the evaluation that was used
by the parties to negotiate the proposed sale and purchase.

This is because evaluation guidelines for the acquisition of utility assets by public
agencies through negotiated transactions differ from guidelines for acquisitionby
condemnation. Negotiated guidelines allow depreciation deductions that would
not be allowed by condemnation guidelines.

The lower the depreciation allowed the higher the value. Therefore, negotiated
guidelines result in lower values. Condemnation guidelines result in higher
values. The owner has an absolute right to the full appraised price in any
condemnation action.

This proposed sale was negotiated using evaluation guidelines more favorable to
the public than condemnation guidelines. Furthermore, the price negotiated is far
below the valuation obtained using these favorable guidelines.
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St. Andrews has agreed to sell at a price of approximately 60.44%of the
appraised valuation. St. Andrews agreed to accept this price because the time is
right for St. Andrews. As President and as sole stockholder I can state with
authority that this price will not remain on the table if the negotiated sale does not
close as negotiated.

It is in the public best interest that JCUA acquire the assets of St. Andrews. The
public is receiving an excellent price that cannot be expected in the future.
Therefore, it is in the public's best interest that this petition be approved so that
the sale of St. Andrews' assets to JCUA can be consummated as negotiated.

Q. The petition requests cancellation of only a portion of the certificated area. Please
explain what is requested to be cancelled and what is to be retained.

A. The vast majority of St. Andrews' rather large certificated area is requested to be
cancelled with the rights and obligations thereof transferred to JCUA. The only
portion that is to be retained is that portion legally described as Golfing Green
Condominiums.

Therefore, after the approval of the petition St. Andrews will provide service
exclusively to the 80 condominiums in Golfing Green Condominiums. The only
customer that St. Andrews will retain is the Golfing Green Condominium
Homeowners Association.

Q. Why does St. Andrews desire to continue to operate as a public utility serving
only one customer rather than completely cancelling their Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity along with the entire franchise thereunder and what
public purpose is served by continuing to serve Golfing Green?

A. St. Andrews holds an extremely large account receivable owed by Golfmg Green
Condominium Homeowners Association. St. Andrews must control both water
and sewer services until this account has been settled.

The public purpose of St. Andrews continuing to serve Golfing Green is the fact
that it is necessary for St. Andrews to continue providing these services in order
to collect the account receivable, a portion of which when collected actually
belongs to the ratepayers rather than St. Andrews.

This occurred because St. Andrews' tariffs include a charge for wastewater
treatment. This charge is handled as a pass through under the tariffs. Therefore,
St. Andrews has been able to collect exactly what it pays for wastewater treatment
from its paying ratepayers. The paying ratepayers have not been so fortunate. St.
Andrews has collected from the paying ratepayers what the non-paying ratepayers
should have paid. Therefore, a portion of whatever is collected will be paid to the
credit of St. Andrews' ratepayers.
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Since St. Andrews will continue to operate as a public utility the MPSC will
retain the authority necessary to ensure that once collected the portion paid to the
benefit of the ratepayers is fair and reasonable.

Another reason that St. Andrews should continue as a public utility is the fact that
JCUA has no desire to become part of a collection action. This is understandable
because eventually the collection action may require a termination of service, a
court action or both.

St. Andrews' continuation as a public utility serving only Golfing Green allows
the proposed sale to go forward in a manner that allows St. Andrews to pursue
collection of the account receivable.

Q. Since St. Andrews will upon approval of the petition sell its utility assets to JCUA
how will it continue to operate as a public utility?

A. St. Andrews will purchase wholesale water and sewer services from JCUA and
resell these services to Golfing Green at the same rate Golfmg Green is currently
charged under existing approved tariffs.

JCUA has agreed to charge St. Andrews a total of $4,760monthly for combined
water and sewer services and St. Andrews will then charge Golfing Green $5,032
monthly for these services. The difference is only $272.00per month.

Golfing Green has 80 residential units, The monthly JCUA charges to St.
Andrews were computed by multiplying 80 times the minimum residential charge
on JCUA's user rate schedule. This is the same rate that JCUA will be charging
other residential users upon acquisition. The monthly St. Andrews' charges to
Golf Green were computed by multiplying the 80 times St. Andrews' current flat
rate residential tariffs. This is exactly what Golfing Green is currently being
billed.

Q. Is it intended that this arrangement continue forever?

A. Absolutely not! St. Andrews has no desire to continue operating a public utility
for total revenues of $272.00or $3,264annually. This amount pays for the
accounting services necessary to maintain proper books and to file taxes, but not
much else.

JCUA also does not want this arrangement to continue longer than the time
necessary for the collection effort. JCUA and St. Andrews have agreed that if St.
Andrews fails to use due diligence in pursuing the collection effort JCUA will
have the right to take all steps necessary to acquire the right to serve Golfing
Green to the exclusion of St. Andrews.

Q. Do you have a final statement to the Commission?
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A. No, other than to say that it has been both a challenge and a pleasure to have
participated in the public water and sewer utility business for the past 33 years. I
have always received fair treatment from the MPSC Commissionersthat served
when I have had matters before them. I also enjoy great respect for the staff of
the commission. Upon the approval of this petition and the consummationof the
sale to JCUA I will personally miss interacting and working with the staff as I i
transition out of the utility business. I pray that this transition be a speedy one.

I
i

WITNESS my signature this the O day of , 2016.

Gregory L'. illis, President
St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc.

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME,

this the /GUday of , 2016.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:
MIssiss!PFI STATEWIDE NOTARY PUBLIC .

MY COMMISSION EKP[RES MAY 27.2017
poNDED TilRU STEGALL NOTARY SERVICE 1 066

ANN F KLINsMA

.sogo.

I
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EXHIBI FILED
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FEB 2 6 2016

OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
MISS.PUBUC SERVICE

DOCKETNO. COMMlŠSiON/

IN RE:
JOINT PETITION OF ST. ANDREWS WATER AND SEWER COMPANY, INC. AND
JACKSONCOUNTYUTILITYAUTHORITYTO CANCEL CERTIFICATEOF PUBLIC
CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY

PRE-FILED TESTIMONY OF TOMMY FAIRFIELD, JR.

Q. Please state your name for the record.

A. My name is Tommy Fairfield, Jr.

Q. What is your occupation?

A. I am the Executive Director of the Jackson County Utility Authority ("JCUA").

Q. What is the business of the JCUA?

A. The JCUA is a public body corporate and politic constituting a political subdivision of the
State of Mississippi by virtue of §49-17-731 of the Mississippi Code of 1972, created for
the planning,acquisition, construction, maintenance, operation and coordination of water and
wastewater systems in order to ensure the delivery of water and wastewater services to
citizens residing within the boundaries of Jackson County.

Q. In what capacity is your testimony being offered in this matter?

A. As the Executive director of the JCUA.

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony here today?

A. St. Andrews Water and Sewer, Inc. is a public utility company providing water and sewer
servicesto customers in the St. Andrews area of Jackson County,Mississippi. The President
and sole stockholder of St. Andrews, Mr. Greg Williams, approached the Jackson County
Utility Authority regarding the possible purchase and consolidation of the utility with the
JCUA.

Q. Have you read the petition and examined the exhibits attached thereto?

A. Yes.
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Q. Are the facts alleged in the petition and as set forth in the exhibits true and correct?

A. Yes.

Q. What is the purpose of the Petition currently pending before the Mississippi Public Service
Commission about which you are now testifying.

A. The purpose of the Petition is for the cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity of St. Andrews Water & Sewer, Inc., excluding the area commonly known as
Golfing Green, and transferring to JCUA the powers, duties and responsibilities granted by
the Certificate.

Q. What is JCUA's position on this matter?

A. The JCUA is willing and able to acquire the assets, powers, duties, and responsibility of St.
Andrews and provide the necessary services to the residences within what is now the
certificated area.

Q. Does the JCUA have the capacity to serve the area?

A. Yes. I agree with Mr. Williams' testimony regarding capacity

Q. Do you believe this action is in the public interest.

A. Yes. I agree with the points that Mr. Williams presented regarding the benefit to the current
customers of St. Andrews as well as the general public. As for the rates that will be charged,
customers within the area will initially be charged a flat rate for both water and sewer
services. The residential water rate is $16.00per month for 0 to 4,999 gallons, and the
residential sewer rate is $43.50,as evidenced by JCUA's 2016 user rate and fee schedule,
attached hereto as Exhibit "1." Water meters will be installed at some point in the future.

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

A. Yes.

2
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JACKSON

AFFIDAVIT OF TOMMY FAIRFIELD, JR.

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction,authorizedand administered oath,TOMMY FAIRFIELD, JR., who beingduly
sworn, deposes and says; that the foregoing direct testimony was prepared by him or under his
supervision; that said testimony was prepared for use as direct testimony on behalf of the Jackson
CountyUtilityAuthority in the above captioned proceedings, and that the facts stated therein are true
to the best of his knowledge, information and belief; and that if asked the questions appearing
therein, his answers, under oath, would be the same.

Dated this the i day of , 2016.

Tommy Fairfie d, Jr. (
JCUA Executive Director

SWORN TO and subscribed before me, this the > day of - oc 2016.

NOTARY PUBLIC

My Commission Expires:

NOTARYPUBUC
IDNo 114787 -

- My Comm Explies
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Jackson CountyUtility Authority FILED
USER RATE AND FEE SCHEDULE "A" Ûfd

(Effective January 2016)
O S NICE

Residential Water Rates Monthly Fee (25 - 31 davs)
0 to 4,999 Gallons $16.00

5,000to 7,499 Gallons $21.75 *g
.

7,500 to 9,999Gallons $27.50 5
10,000and up $2.30/1000gallons

Residential Sewer Rate Monthly Fee (25 - 31 days)

Flat Rate $43.50.

Commercial Water Rates Monthly Fee (25 - 31 days)

0 to 9,999 Gallons (Below 2" Service) $26.50
10,000 and up (Increments begin - 10,000g) $2.30/1000gallons

0 to 9,999 Gallons (2" Service and Larger) $225.00

10,000 and up (Increments begin - 10,000g) $225.00+ $2.30/1000g

Commercial Sewer Rates Monthly Fee (25 - 31 days)

0 to9,999 Gallons (Below 2" Service) $50.00
10,000 and up (Increments begin - 10,000g) $3.45/1000gallons
0 to 9,999 Gallons (2" Service and Larger) $245.00
10,000 and up (Increments begin - 10,000g) $245.00+ $3.45/1000g

Revised: 1-1-2016 (Reference She - ules and Regs for Official Notice)
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